
IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE

ADVOCATES APPEARED .

Sessions Case No. 106(BGN)/2009
U/S 25(1-A) & 27 of Anns Act.
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Vs.
1. Durlov Narzary and

2. Jitendra AdhikaY
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PRESENT : Smti I. Barmun,
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Bongaigaon.
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.for the State.
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JUDGMENT AND ORDER

The prosecution case, in brief, is that on 9.8.2006 in the

evening while Rustom Raj Brahma, A.S.I of police alongwith staff and one

section of Ci 116 Batallian CRPF had been executing anti extremist checking at

Tuniapar bazar, New Bongaigaon, found accused namely .Iitendra Nath

Adhikary coming by a tempo towards Dangtol and while going to check

Jitendra Nath Adhikary, he tried to flee away but he was caught and during

clrecking recovered one 9 mm pistol made in spain bearing no. 11895 alongwith

ttvo magazines, 9 rounds of 9 mm live ammunitions, 2 nos of driving licence
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in his name and one PAN card was recovered from his possession. It is further

alleged that on enquiry the accused Jitendra Nath Adhikary failed to produce

any legal licence for the arms and ammunitions possessed by him and during

interrogation he admitted that he is a member of extremist organization called

Koch Rajbongshi Rhino Force and took delivery of the arms and ammunitions

at Coochbehar from some persons after he had been introduced to those persons

by accused Durlov Narzary and he took delivery of the arms and ammunitions

as per instruction of said Durlov Narzary and came to New Bongaigaon with

the arms for using in some unlawful activities. Accordingly the recovered arms

and ammunitions were seized by the informant from Jitendra Nath Adhikary.

2. On receipt of the ejahar on 10.8.2006, a case was

registered and after completion of investigation submitted charge sheet against

the accused persons Jitendra Nath Adhikary U/S 120 (B)1121(A) IPC read with

section 25(1,)(C)127 Arms Act and against accused Durlov Natzary @

Demashu Narzary and Kulesh Rout U/S 25(1) (C) and 27 of Arms Act.

Accused Jitendra Nath Adhikary and Durlov Narzary had appeared before the

Courl to face the trial. With regard to another accused Kulesh Rout, the

Executing Officer submitted reporl that Kulesh Rout expired on 2.ll2007'

Hence the case against accused Kulesh Rout was abetted and this case is

proceeded against the present two accused persons. After lurnishing copies to

the accused persons as required UIS 207 Cr.P.C as the offences are exclusively

triable by the Court of Sessions, the case is committed by the Sub-Divisional

Judicial Magistrate, Bongaigaon on 30.9.2009 to this Court. During trial both

the accused pelsons put their appearance before the Court. Charge was framed

un<ler Section 25(1-A) and,27 of Arms Act which was read over and explained

to the accused persons to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.
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and the defence

denial.
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In this case, prosecution examined 10 (ten) witnesses

examined none. The plea of the defence is the plea of

Po ints fo r dete rmination

L Whether the accused persons Jitendra Nath Adhikary

and Durlov Narzary on 9.8.2006 in the evening time at

New Bongaigaon have been carrying prohibited 9 mm

pistol and 9 mm live ammunitions for the purpose of

using the same in contravention of section 7 of the Arms

Act and thereby committed an offince U/S 27 of Arms

Act ?

2. Whether the accused persons have been found in

possession of prohibited arms and ammunition as

aforesaid in contravention ofthe provision ofsection 7 of

the Arms Act and thereby committed an offence U/S 25

(1)(A) o/ Arms Act ?

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

To arrive at iust decision of the case, let me consider the
1

{

+
-silfi

evidence of the witnesses.

6. PW I is Motilal Brahma, the then Head constable of

Bongaigaon police station deposed that on the day of incident at around 616.30

P.M he alongwith S.I Rustom Raj Brahma and one section of CRPF were on
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checking duty at Tuniapar. During checking, accused .Iitendra Nath Adhikary
reached there by an auto and when he getting down from the auto proceeded inthe back side, then on suspicion they caught him and during search one 9 mmpistol' 2 magazine and 9 nos of ammunition were recovered from his possession
which were seized by seizure list Ext L He immediately informed the o.cBongaigaon police station and accordingry Superintendent of police/Deputy
Superintendent of poriceio.c coming there took the accused Jitendra Nath
Adhikary with the arms and ammunition to the porice Station. He proved the
seizure list Ext 1 in which Ext 1(r) is his signature. He proved one 9 mm pistor
( 71895. made in spain) vide M. Ext 1, 2(two) magazinebearing no.7rg95 videM' Ext 2 and' 9 numbers of live ammunitions vide M.Ext 3. During cross_
examination, he stated that the prace of occurrence was dark. According tohim' accused was caught by cRPF personnel and at that time he was present
there' He further stated that he put his signature in the seizure list in the police
station' He did not know if in the pistor it is marked as , only for army supply.,
He fuither stated that atthat time there were many persons at the bazararea and
on the day of incident he knew the name of the accused as Adhikary but after
receiving summon from this court, he knew the name of the accused as Jitendra
Nath Adhikary.

7 ' pw 2 Rustam Raj Brahma, informant in his evidence
deposed that on 9.9.2006 at around 7 p.M whire he alongwith his staff and
CRPF Battalion were on anti terrorist checking duty, at around, 7.45 p.M one
boy from a tempo attempted to flee away to avoid checking. Then they caught
the person who introduced himserf as Jitendra Nath Adhikary and on suspicion
they searched him and during search recovered one 9 mm pistor, 2 magazine
and 9 numbers of live ammunition from his possession. They also found one
driving licence and past port in the name of Jitendra Nath Adhikary with a pAN

-x*l:;iI
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card. During interrogation the accused Jitendra Nath Adhikary failed to

produce any valid document for possessing the arms. He proved his signature

in the seizure list vide Ext 1(2). He also proved the driving licence as M.Ext 4,

Pass porl as M. Ext 5 and PAN card as M. Ext 6. He further stated that the

accused Jitendra Nath Adhikary admitted before them that he is a member of

Koch Rajbongshi Rhino Force and with the help of associate Durlov Narzary

he collected the arms and ammunitions. Then he filed the FIR, Ext 2. During

cross he admitted that he neither interrogated the other occupants and the driver

of the tempo nor seized the tempo. He also could not say if there was any

other arms in the tempo. He admitted that in the seized revolver, it is mentioned

that only for army supply. He further stated that at the place of occurrence he

prepared the seizure list.

8. PW 3 Swapan Mahato, the seizure witness in his

evidence stated that on the day of incident at around 7.30 P.M while he was in

his hotel situated at Tuniapar, police came there and took his signature in the

seizure list vide Ext 1(3), but he knew nothing about the incident. During cross

examination he stated that police took his signature in blank paper.

9. PW 4 Babu Ali turned hostile. He deposed that neither

he knew about the occurrence nor knew the accused person. During cross by

defence he stated that he had seen the accused persons in Court for the first time

during deposition.

10. PW 5 Chitta Ranjan Karmakar another seizure witness in

his evidence stated that one day police coming to his shop took his signature in

seizure list vide Ext 1(4). He stated that police told him that one pistol was

recovered from one person. Except that he knew nothing. During cross he

stated that police took his signature in blank paper. But police neither told him
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from whom pistor was recovered nor had shown any pistol.

l1' Pw 6 Kurban Ali Khan testified that on 9.g2006 ataround 7 P'M while he alongwith Rustom Raj Brahma and cRpF personnel
were on checking duty at Tuniapar, they stopped a tempo coming from Dangtor
and at that time one person getting down from the tempo whire trying to fleeaway they caught the person who introduced himself as Jitendra Nath Adhikary
from whom Pw 2 Rustam Raj Brahma recovered a 9 mm pistor with magazine
and live ammunitions' During cross examination he stated that at the time ofincident, it was dark.

12' Pw 7 Badaruddin Khan, the then Havildar in 116
Batallian deposed that on g.8.2006 from 5 p.M to 7.45 p.Mhe was on checking
duty at Tuniapar alongwith S.I Rustam Raj Brahm a andsection staff. During
that period they checked a tempo and one 9 mm pistol with 2 magazine and gmm Iive ammunition were recovered from one person. But he did not
remember the person from whom the same was recovered. He proved his
signature in the seizure list vide Ext 1(5). During cross-examination he stated
that at the time of incident there was crowd at the Tuniapar bazar and many
vehicle were parked there. But he did not remember the number of the tempo
and also had not seen the tempo. He stated that the Superintendent of police
told him that the pistol was made in china. He neither had seen nor heard about

_'\ 
the writing in the seized pistor as 'only for army supply'. He did not know

\r whether M.Ext 1 was seized on the day of occurrence.
/

4r*x 13. PW 8 Rudra Kalita in his evidence stated that on
13.8.2006 he alongwith Additional Superintendent of porice, Bongaigaon and
Investigating officer Nuruddin Ahmed taking the accused Jitendra Nath
Adhikary went to pharmacy of Jitendra Nath Adhikary situated at charaikhola.
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Kokrajhar to search his pharmacy and during search the accused produced two
press note as Koch Rajbongshi Rhino Force from the drawer of the table which

was seized by the Investigating officer vide Ext 3. He proved the press note as

M.Ext 7 and 8. During cross-examination he stated that no document was

seized regarding the ownership of the pharmacy. He admitted that in M. Ext 7

and 8 involvement of Jitendra Nath Adhikary was not mentioned.

'\\
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PW 9 Hiren Ch Ray deposed that on the day of incident

while he was working as constable at Ncw Bongaigaon patrol post, he came to

know that on that day in the evening during checking at Bhowlaguri/Tuniapar,

police recovered arms from accused Durlov Narzary (identified in the Court)

kept in his waist. Police also seized press note vide Ext 3. During cross

examination he clearly identified accused Durlov Narzary. However at the time

ofrecovery, he was not present.

15. PW l0 Nuruddin Ahmed, the Investigating Officer

deposed that on being entrusted to investigate the case on receipt of FIR from

Rustam Raj Brahma, he visited the place of occurrence, recorded the statement

of the witnesses, seized two numbers of press note from the pharmacy of
Jitendra Nath Adhikary as per his statement made before the police and

submitted charge sheet against the accused Jitendra Nath Adhikary, Durlov

Narzary and one Kulesh Rout U/S 120(B)1121(A) read with section 25(l)(c)(2)

and 27 of the Arms Act. He also arrested the accused persons. He confirmed

the statement made before him by hostile witness PW 4 Babu Ali. During cross

examination he stated that from the seized press note, he came to know that

accused Jitendra Nath Adhikary was the member of extremist.

14.

16. PW 11 Jagneswar Pathak, another Investigating Officer

deposed that on being entrusted to complete the investigation of the case, he
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collected the arms report and prosecution sanction
against the accused persons U/S 120(B )/121AIpC
of the Arms Act.

and submitted charge sheet

read with section 250(c)/27

17 ' pw r 2 Raj Kumar Singh, Sub Inspector, g,r, Assam police
Battaliaon in his evidence deposed that on being receipt of a seared wooden
box containing l pistol browning 9 mm, Ext no.l marked A, 2 numbers of
magazine for pistol Ext 2 marked B and g rounds balr live ammunition Ext 3
marked c and on examination he found Ext 1 marked A is fired arm, 9 mm
bore and factory made which is effective arms, Ext 2 marked B is fired arm and
factory made which is also effective arms and used in Ext r marked A and Ext
3 marked c are 9 mm bail live ammunition and ractory made used in Ext l
marked A. He proved the report as Ext 9 and the forwarding retter as Ext g.

18. PW 13

register volume no. XII, Ext

entry no. 318 dated 9.9.2006.

Dulal Ch Kalita proved the original GD Entry
6 wherein Ext 6(l) is the relevant entry, i.e GD

,\
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19. In the instant case, prosecution version is that while the
informant (Pw 2) with cRpF and others, were on checking duty at Tuniapar
Bazar, they caught Jitendra Nath Adhikary who getting down from a tempo
attempted to flee away to avoid checking and during search, one 9 mm pistol, 2
nos of magazine and 9 rounds rive ammunition were recovered from his
possession and seized the same. It is also aileged that during interrogation
Jitendra Nath Adhikary admitted that he is a member of extremist organization
Koch Rajbongshi Rhino Force and took delivery of the arm and ammunition as
per instruction of accused Durlov Narzary. pw I one of the seizure witness
who was with PW 2 during checking duty, deposed that when they were
checking auto, accused Jitendra Nath Adhikary reached there by an auto and he
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when he getting down from the auto proceeded to the back side, then onsuspicion they caught him and in course of search a pistol, two magazine andnine rounds of rive ammunition were found in his possession. During cross hestated that he courd recognize accused Jitendra Nath Adhikary seeing him inthe dock and being a tall one' He stated that the prace of occurrence was darkone and cRpF personnel caught the accused. But informant pv/ I stated that
he caught the accused while trying to flee away. Though pw 2 stated that heprepared the seizure list at the prace of occurrence and not at thana but pw 

1the most vitar seizure witness being a porice personnel who was present at thetime of checking stated that he put his signature in the seizure list Ext I in thanapremises' other seizure witness Pw 3 and PW 5 testified that police took their
signatures in blank paper. PW 3 even does not know the reason of taking his
signature. pw 5 was tord by police that apistor was found from a person and
took his signature in blank paper. So pw 3 and pw 5 the independent seizure
witnesses did not support the prosecution case. Another seizure witness pw 7
the ASI of cRpF personnel was also present in the checking. He testified that
on the day during checking duty one pistol, two magazine and 9 numbers of
live ammunition were recovered from one person. But he did not remember theperson. It is not acceptable that being a cRpF personnel, he courd not
remember the person from whom arms and ammunitions were allegedly
recovered' Neither he had seen nor heard about the marking in the seized pistol
as "only for army suppry". His evidence creates doubt about the veracity of the
prosecution case' During deposition he also failed to identify the seized pistol
on the other hand, pw 9 the porice constable, clearly identifying accused
Durlov Narzary before the courl deposed that he knew that a pistol was
recovered from the waist of accused Durlov Narzary. So being a police
personnel of New Bongaigaon patrol post at the relevant time where the pw 2
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was working certainly he knew the incident. He implicated Durlov Narzary

not Jitendray Nath Adhikary. Pw 6 Kurban Ali Khan the P.S.o of pw 2

deposed that on the day of incident in course of checking, when a person who

identified himself as Jitendra Nath Adhikary getting from a tempo and ran

about 10/15 meters he was caught. Furlher as per G.D entry no.318 dated

9.8.2006 (Ext 7) on 9.8.2006 in the evening while Pw 2 alongwith staff and

C1116 BN CRPF were on anti extremist checking duty at Tuniapar Bazar, they

checked a tempo by which apprehended accused Jitendra Nath Adhikary was

proceeding and then in trying to run away Jitendra Nath Adhikary fell upon

road and sustained injury and then one pistol made in spain, 2 nos of magazine,

9 nos of 9 mm live ammunition, one pass port, 2 nos of driving licence and one

pan card were recovered from him. Thus the contention of G.D entry indicates

that after Jitendra Nath Adhikary fell upon ground, he was caught.

20. Further prosecution alleged that accused Jitendra Nath

Adhikary was a member of Koch Rajbongshi Rhino Force. In that respect two

press note written on " Koch Rajbongshi Rhino Force " was seized in presence

of Jitendra Nath Adhikary from his (Jitendra Nath Adhikary) own pharmacy as

deposed by PW 8 who was present during search. But during cross he stated

that regarding ownership of the pharmacy, no document was seized and the

seized press note (Ext 7 and Ext 8) do not contain involvement of accused

Jitendra Nath Adhikary.

21. From the evidence on record, it reveals that the present

case in hand is not the case that there were no independent witness, but none of

the independent witness supported the seizure. PW 1 the police personnel who

was present in the place of occuffence stated that he signed in the seizure list in

the police station not at the place of occurrence. The CRPF personnel PW 7
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who was also present at the place of occurrence did not remember the personfrom whom the arms and ammunitions were recovered. So far the evidence ofPw 9 the porice constable of the patror post identifying accused DurlovNarzary stated that the arms and ammunition were recovered from him. ExceptPW 9 none stated that the articres were recovered from Durrov Narzary It isalso not the prosecution case. The police and cRpF personnels were examinedshortly after arrest of the accused. In such circumstances, there shourd not havebeen discrepancy regarcling the person from whom the alleged arms wererecovered' It is arso not expected that a police person present at the time ofrecovery could not identify the person. Those caste a doubt regarding theirpresence at the time of recovery of seizure. It is also not in the evidence as towhether from bag or from which part of the body, the incriminating articreswere found.

22' In the present case as the prosecution failed to prove theseizure from the accused Jitendra Nath Adhik ary by examining the witness tothe seizure' I do not find it safe to hold that the incriminating articles wereseized from the possession of the accused Jitendra Nath Adhik ary otDurrovNarzary' Evidence of PW 2 thatJitendra Nath Adhikary confbssed before themthat he collected the arms from coochbehar with herp of accused DurrovNarzary was not corroborated by other witnesses including porice personner
who were present in the checking duty with him. The evidence of pw asdiscussed above does not inspire confidence to believe that the seized arms andammunition were recovered from the accused persons.

23 ' That apart admittedly, in the seized pistol it is written as"only for army supply" . But being a service revolver, no any missing entry isproved by prosecution. Further the recovered arms and ammunition were
seized on 9.8.2006 and as per Ext g the same were sent for expert opinion on
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10'9'2007 i.e after more than one year. The prosecution is s,ent during thisperiod, where those were kept or whose custody the same were kept. There isalso no evidence that the seized arms and ammunitions IAs such those were kept open uro urr-"]*l;-":,:::-were 
sealed or packed'

suspicion. 
^Y r\vvr,Ptr, arlo any sort of manipulation, there is not above

24' considering the entire aspect of the matter and theevidence on record, I find no substantive and convincing evidence to believethat the accused possessed the arms and ammunitions and I have no hesitationin holding that the prosecution failed to prove beyond alr reasonable doubt thatseized arms and ammunition were found in possession of the accused personsand as such both the accused are entitred to benefit of doubt. Accordingry, boththe accused Jitendra Nath Adhikary and Durlov Narzary are acquitted onbenefit of doubt and set them at riberty forthwith. Their bail bonds ,t utt ."_ui,lin force till next 6(six) months.

25.

7i' day of Decemb er.2017.

Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on the

"Y

Dictated and correctecl by me,
) .ift'\r'

t/t
(L Barman)

Sessions Judge,
stlra4*r,fii{e\

Eeu3urqco6.

I :,,n/t
(1. Barman)

Sessions Judge,
Bqwigwfil.Jg*,

Boa3rtA'*$er
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ANNEXURE
Prosecution witness:

PW l-MotilalBrahma.
PW 2 - Rustom Raj Brahma.
PW 3-swapanMahato.
PW 4 - MecharAli.
PW 5 - Chitta Ranjan Karmakar.
PW 6 - Kurban Ali Khan.
PW 7-BadaruddinKhan.
PW 8-RudraKalita.
PW 9 - Hiren Ch Ray.
PWl0 - NuruddinAhmed, Inspector.
PW I l- Jagneswar pathak.

PW 12 *Raj Kumar Singh, SI of g,r,Assam Bn.
PW 13 -Dulal Ch Kalita.
Exhibit (Prosecution) :

Ext-1 Seizure list.
Ext-2 F.I.R.
Ext-3 Search and seizure list.
Ext-4 Nil
Ext-5 Charge sheet.
Ext 6 -General diary vol No. XII.
Ext-6 Order dated 4.10.2007.
ExtT - Order dated 4.10.2007.
ExtT - GD entry dated 9.8.2006.
Ext 8 -Examination result of seized articles.
Ext 9 - Examination result of seized exhibits.
Material Exhibit (Prosecution) :

M. Ext-l One 9 mm pistol made in spain bearing no. 7lgg5.
M. Ext-2 2 nos of magazines bearing no. 71g95
M.Ext 3- 9 nos of 9 mm live ammunition.
M.Ext 4 - 2 nos of driving licence of Sri Jitendra Nath Adhikarv.
M.Ext 5- 1 no. pass porl of Jitendra Nath Adhikary.
M.Ext 6-2 no PAN card of Jitendra Nath Adhikary.
M.Ext 7- one press note in the name of 'Koch Rajbongshi Rhino Force'.
M.Ext 8 - one press note in the name of 'Koch Rajbongshi Rhino Force '.
Defence Witness:
Nil.
Defence Exhibit:
Nil.
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( [. Barman )
Sessions'Judce.
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